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It is shown that a connected locally compact group G has a Hausdorff unitary 
dual space if and only if G is a compact extension of an abelian group, 
Applications to group C*-algebras are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The paper is organized as follows. Let G be a noncompact connected 
semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra .Y’, and G its unitary dual space 
consisting of the set of equivalence classes of irreducible continuous unitary 
representations of G and endowed with the hull-kernel (Fell) topology. We 
prove first that G is non-Hausdorff (Section 3). The idea of the proof is as 
follows. According to Kostant [4] the (class one) complementary series of G 
is parametrized by those elements L in the closure of a certain convex set 
called the critical interval, CI, such that A --p and -), + p are conjugate 
under the Weyl group W, where p(x) = itr(ad(x)lM), JV = the nilpotent part 
of the Iwasawa decomposition of P. To a boundary point of CI is associated 
a reducible representation of G which can be unitarized and contains at least 
two non-equivalent irreducible components. We show then, applying results 
of [7], that the above-mentioned parametrization is continuous at a 
boundary point. Thus there exists a sequence of irreducible complementary 
series representations with at least two different limit points in G. 
Next, in the case of a non-semisimple Lie group G with Hausdorff dual 
space we proceed by induction on the dimension of the group, using the Fell 
topology on the space of all subgroup representations of G, to prove the 
structure theorem stated below. The following observation gives a key to the 
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proof. Let N be a closed normal type I subgroup of G with amenable factor 
group G/N. Then the map y + G(y) assigning to each element y of N its 
stability group under G’s action by conjugation, is continuous at the trivial 
element I of N. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected locally compact group. Its unitar) 
dual space G, endowed with the hull-kernel topology, is a Hausdorff space if 
and only tf G is an extension of a vector group by a compact connected 
group. 
Actually one can say somewhat more about the structure of such groups. 
For let G be a Lie group with a compact connected normal subgroup K, and 
suppose the quotient group G/K is isomorphic to ip”, a vector group. Now K 
is isomorphic to a product of a semisimple (compact) group S and a k-torus 
Tk, K cz S . p, where S and p commute and S n 7* is finite. Moreover the 
automorphism group of Tk is discrete so that the connected group G/K acts 
trivially on Tk by conjugation. Hence ,Tk is central in G. Further by Levi’s 
theorem the quotient group G/r’ is isomorphic to the direct product 
P” X (K/P) since the semisimple part of G/r’ is already known to be a 
normal subgroup. Whence K/Tk z S/S n p occurs as a direct factor in 
G/S n 7k, and it follows that G = N . S, where N and S commute, N n S = 
Tk n S is finite, and N is a 2-step nilpotent Lie group containing a central 
torus k with N/Tk z IR”. In other words, N satisfies a central exact sequence 
of topological groups 
Finally, in the non-Lie case, G is a projective limit of Lie groups N . S of the 
above type. 
THEOREM 2. A connected Lie group G has a Hausdorfl unitary dual 
space if and only tf it is a product G = N . S, where N and S commute, S is 
a compact connected semisimple Lie group, and N is a central extension of a 
vector group by a torus group. ’ 
We are indebted to M. Duflo and J. Rosenberg for encouraging 
discussions on the subject. 
2. NOTATION 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with Iwasawa decomposition 
G = KAN, and B = MAN a minimal parabolic subgroup, i.e., M is the 
centralizer of A in K. We recall some concepts from 141. If Uk. =I 
Hom,,(O, C:) is the complex dual to the Lie algebra fl of A then each 
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), E fZ!& defines a nonunitary character b c, bA of B such that ba = 1 for 
bEMN, bA=exp A(x) for b=exp xEA. 
Put J? = the space of all analytic K-finite functions f on G (i.e., K. f 
spans a finite dimensional vector space, where (k . f)(g) =f(k-‘g); k E K, 
g E G) such that f(gb) = b-“f(g), g E G, b E B. Then X* is a g-module 
(not in general a G-module), where % denotes the universal enveloping 
algebra of .Y over C, and 
(x . f>(s) = -$f(exp - tx. g)L~ xEcY,gEG,fEXt 
Ref. [4; Theorem 21 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for A? to be 
an irreducible g-module (in the algebraic sense). Thereby arises a region 
called the critical strip, CS, in a; for which XA is always %-irreducible, 
hence equal to ZA = % . 1, , where 1, is the unique function is Xa which is 
identically 1 on K. 
Let A c GZ’ be the set of roots for the action of a on .Y, and for ( E A let 
Y@ c Y be the corresponding root space. The one-dimensional space 
[F@,F-“]f-m ($iiEA) is spanned by a unique element wm such that 
$(w,) = 1. Let A’ = (4 E A :$/2 is not a root} and denote by A\ the positive 
elements in A ’ w.r.t. a lexicographical ordering of G’I’. For any # E A !+ let Tti 
be the open interval 
Tm = {t E [R : ] t 1 < (dim Y@)/2 if 29 is not a root, and 
1 t1 < (dim V)/2 + 1 if 24 is a root}. 
Now define p(x) = $tr(ad(x)(,.), for all x E CY, where JV is the nilpotent part 
in the Iwasawa decomposition of Y. For L in a certain subset 6I’* of 6Yk it is 
possible to associate a unique unitary, irreducible representation 2 of G 
whose differential induces the given %-module structure on 2’. If I E cs 
then we have II E @* if and only if there exists u E W such that u,u, = -p, 
and u,u, =,u2, where 1 --p =pr + i&, pu, ,p, E Q’ [4; Theorem 91. The (class 
one) complementary series is defined as the family of all such representations 
rA, where A(E a*) is in the closure of the critical interval 
CI = (1 E Gi?': (,l -p)(o,) E T, for all d E/i!+}, [4; sect. 7.31. Now for any 
root (b E A: let m, be the integer or half integer given by m, = (dim ga/2) + 
dim Y*@, and let n, = 1 if 24 is not a root and n, = 2 if 29 is a root. For 
convenience we restate Theorem 2 of [4]: 
THEOREM. Let 1 E CZk be arbitrary, then the Z?-module Xa is not 
irreducible if and only if there exists a root 4 E A \ such that 
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(1) (A -P>(w,> @ To and 
(2) (A - p)(o,) + m, = 0 mod nd 1. 
In particular X’ is ZT-irreducible whenever A lies in the critical strip CS. 
3. THE SEMISIMPLE CASE 
In this section G will denote a connected semisimple Lie group. Notation 
will be as in Section 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group. IJ’ i,, is LI 
boundary point of the convex set CL then the associated Y/-module X it1 is 
reducible. In particular the corresponding (non-unitarJ1) representation x” qf 
G is reducible. 
ProoJ: By assumption Lo is a boundary point of the critical interval, 
hence there is a functional 4 E A!+ such that 
I(& - p)(w,)] = (dim .P)/2, if 24 is not a root 
= (dim Fe)/2 + 1, if 24 is a root. (1) 
(See the end of Section 2.) 
a. 24 is not a root (i.e., dim .T2@ = 0). Then by (1) 
(A, - p)(w,) + (dim P)/2 = 0, if (& --p)(w,) < 0 
= dim(.F @), if (& - p)(w,) > 0 
which in both cases is 0 mod L. Hence 14: Theorem 2 ] gives that X1” is 
reducible (see the end of Section 2). 
b. 2$ is a root (i.e. dim.Y*@ E (1, 3. 7/ by, say, [Y; pp. 31, 321). By 
19; Lemma 2, p. 331, dim .Fm is an even integer. Hence m, = (dim Y “)/2 -C 
dim .% 20 is an integer. We wish to apply 14; Theorem 21 again. and obtain 
from identity (1) above, 
(4 - P)(w,) + m, 
= (A,, - p)(o,) + (dim .Fm)/2 + dim %:‘I” 
= dim(.Yzm)- 1, 
1 
if (4, - P)(o,) < 0 
dim(.Y@) + dim(.F2”) + 1, if (A,, ~- p>(o,) > 0, 
which in both cases is an even integer. Hence again X-‘0 is reducible. This 
completes the proof. 
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Assume now that G has finite center. Let D’(G) denote the space of 
distributions on G endowed with the weak topology, tr: G + D’(G) the 
injective map which assigns to each n in G its distribution character tr(rr), 
and let R be the closure of tr(G) in D’(G). By Harish-Chandra’s character 
formula 12; Theorem 21 the character of any irreducible complementary - 
series representation ’, A E CI, is given by integration against a continuous 
function 0, on G which depends continuously on the parameter I,
WV)) = j eA(x>f(x) dx9 akfE C,(G), 
Gl 
where G, is a certain closed subgroup of G. We prove next the main result of 
this section. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G be a connected non-compact semisimple Lie 
group. Then its unitary dual space 6 endowed with the hull-kernel topology 
is not a Hausdorff space. 
Proof. Assume that G has finite center. Suppose (tin) is a sequence of 
irreducible complementary series representations of G, where A,, E CI and 
A,, -p, -A, + p are conjugate under the Weyl group W, for each n = 1,2,... . 
If (A,) converges to a boundary point A, of CI then by Harish-Chandra’s 
character formula [ 2; Theorem 21 and the Lebesgue convergence theorem 
tr(rr’Q)) = 1 B,,(x)f(x) dx z ,f e,~~(x)f(x) dx 
Gl GI 
= ~o(.fh for all f E C,(G). 
Hence r,, is a central distribution, r, E a, and rO is the character of the 
representation rr” which is associated to the reducible P-module XAo 
(Lemma 3). Now, by [7; Theorem 5.81, r,‘is uniquely decomposable into the 
sum of finitely many distribution characters of elements of e, 
to = CnErcTOj n, tr @4 where n, is a positive integer, and T(r,) is a unique 
finite subset of e. Moreover, by [7; Theorem 5.61 the sequence (7~‘~) 
converges to rr for each z E T(7,), as A, -+ Lo. By Lemma 3, rr” is reducible, 
and to show that e is non-Hausdorff it suffices to prove that T(r,) consists 
of more than one element, and this follows from the fact that rr” contains a 
spherical component rr, with multiplicity one (the only K-fixed vectors are 
the functions constant on K). Thus z Ao contains at least two non-equivalent 
components. 
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4. THE NON-SEMISIMPLE CASE 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1 using Proposition 4 
together with the general structure theory of Lie groups and the Fell- 
topology on the space of all subgroup representations of a given group. If N 
is a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact group G, then G operates 
on the dual space fi of N by automorphsims: (x . y)(n) = y(x-‘nx), ‘J E fl. 
x E G, n E N. Put G(y) = (x E G : x . y z r} = the stability group of y. The 
space X(G) of all closed subgroups of G, and the family <i”‘(G) of all 
subgroup representations (K, p) of G, where K E.r(G) and p is a unitary 
representation of K, are topologized as in [3 ]. In this way .%‘“(G) becomes a 
compact Hausdorff space. If (K, p) E C4/‘(G) we let indg@) denote the unitary 
representation of G induced by p [6]. 
LEMMA 5. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact 
group G, and assume that N is of type I and also that GIN is amenable. If C? 
is Hausdorff, then the map y-+ G(y) of A into .F(G) is continuous at the 
trivial element 1 of IV. 
ProoJ: Suppose that the sequence (y,) of elements of fi converges to 1. 
By taking a subsequence if necessary we may assume that the sequence 
(G(y,)) of stability groups, denoted simply by (G,), converges to a closed 
subgroup K of G (all the stability groups are closed since N is type I). Now 
by 131 we know that the sequence of subgroup representations (G,, ind,yq ;‘,,) 
converges in the topology of .Y (G) to the pair (K, ind: 1). 
Next ind: I is equivalent with R o p, where p: K + K/N is the canonical 
map, and R is the regular representation of K/N. Since K/N is amenable we 
know that indzc(R) which is equivalent to the regular representation R’ of 
G/N, weakly contains the trivial representation I(,,,~ of G/N. Again by ] 3 / 
there exists an irreducible representation CJ of K,‘N such that the induced 
representation indg;z(a) weakly contains I~,,~. 
By the above convergence of subgroup representations we can, for each n. 
select on E G, such that un is weakly contained in ind’,n(y,) and the sequence 
(G,,, 0,) converges to (K, I~). Now by [ 11, indzn(;j,) 2 i’, E: R,, where T,, is a 
cocycle representation of G,, with cocylce s,,, which extends I’,,. and where 
R, is the inflation to G, of the 5”.regular representation of G,/N. Hence 
ind,~n(y,)j,V is a multiple of yn. By [ 6; Theorem 8.11 each representation 
indjj (a,) is therefore irreducible, and by continuity of inducing the sequence 
W!n(o,)) converges to every element 7-t of G which is weakly contained in 
ind.z(a c p). Since G is Hausdorff (ind: (a,)) converges to at most one 
element of G. Hence indg(u o p) is a mul$ple of z. Therefore every function 
in the space of indg(u up) is invariant under left translation by elements 01 
G. i.e., every such function is constant. It follows that the space 01 
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inds(a 0~) is one-dimensional, whence K = G = G(r). This proves the 
continuity of the map y-+ G(y) at r. 
Proof of Theorem 1. That compact extensions of connected abelian 
groups have Hausdorff unitary dual space is already known, see [5]. We 
shall prove the converse by induction on the dimension n of G, assuming G 
is a Lie group. The theorem is true if n = 1. Assume it holds for groups of 
dimension less than or equal to n, and let dim G = n + 1. 
If G contains a compact normal subgroup K of dimension >l, then the 
quotient group G/K has dimension <n and its dual G/K is Hausdorff, hence 
by the induction hypothesis, G/K is a compact extension of a vector group, 
and therefore so is G. 
Assuming then that G contains no compact normal subgroups of positive 
dimension, let us show that G is necessarily abelian. By Proposition 4, G 
cannot be semisimple. Therefore let N be a maximal connected normal 
abelian subgroup of dimension r greater than zero. Then N is isomorphic 
with R’ X T’-j, where the torus is seen to be a normal subgroup of G. It 
follows that j = r and N = R’. 
The quotient group G/N is, by the inductive hypothesis, a compact 
extension of an abelian group whence amenable. 
By Lemma 5 the mapping y ++ G(y) of N into 27 (G) is continuous at the 
trivial character of #. Let us show that in this case G(y) = G for all y E N. 
Thus if U is a neighborhood of the point G in X(G), then there exists a 
neighborhood V of I in # such that G(4) E U for all 4 E I’. But for each y in 
fi there exists a 4 in V and an integer k for which y = #k, which implies that 
G(y) = G(4). Therefore the subgroup G(y) E U for each y in N, and since U 
is arbitrary we see that G(y) = G for all y. Finally, recalling exactly what 
G(y) is, we find that N is contained in the center of G. 
Now G/N is a compact extension of an abelian group. Let K be a compact 
normal subgroup of G/N for which the quotient is abelian. If Z: G + G/N 
denotes the canonical map, then 7~~ ‘(K) is a central extension of the compact 
group K by N = R’. By a theorem of Iwasawa, H*(K, R’) = (0), and n-‘(K) 
is a direct product of K and N, in particular K is a normal subgroup of G 
and must have dimension zero. Hence K is a finite central subgroup of G. It 
follows that the group G/N is abelian. 
Let ,fl be the maximal abelian ideal in the Lie algebra 3’ of G which 
corresponds to the subgroup N. Then JV is a central subalgebra of S’?, and 
since G/N is abelian M also contains the commutator subalgebra of y. If 
there is an element Y of ,y which is not in X, then one sees easily that the 
linear span of Y and JV is an abelian ideal in y which properly contains J? 
Since this contradicts the maximality of X it follows that JV= 3’ and 
N = G is abelian. Q.E.D. 
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5. APPLICATIONS 
It seems a reasonable conjecture that an arbitrary locally compact group 
has a Hausdorff dual if and only if the group is of type I and is a compact 
extension of an abelian group. In addition to the theorems given in this paper 
there is other supporting evidence, such as the following result, see 15 I. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a countable discrete group. Then G is Hausdor- 
tf and only tfG is of type 1 and is also aflnite extension of an abelian group. 
There are a number of interesting results, mostly negative. which follow 
from the above theorems together with some more detailed analysis of the 
dual spaces of compact extensions of abelian groups. We shall state these 
results here for discrete groups although analogous statements can be given 
for connected groups. First of all however we need the following. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let G be a locally compact group whose dual space is 
connected. Then G contains no nontrivial compact normal subgroups. 
Proof Assume that K is a nontrivial compact normal subgroup, and let 
YE R. Now K is regularly embedded in G so that the Mackey machinery 
applies. Denote by G + y the orbit of y in Z? under the action of G, and let G, 
denote the subset of G consisting of those elements in for which L, is 
concentrated on G . y. Because K is compact. 6. consists of the elements i; 
for which 7cIK contains as irreducible direct summands precisely the elements 
of G . 1’. Using the description of G., and the continuity of restriction theorem 
(see 13]), we find that Gi. is both oben and closed in G. Now finally since K 
is assumed to be nontrivial there are at least two distinct orbits, one 
containing the trivial element of B, a singleton orbit. and some other orbit. 
Hence G is not connected. 
Now to the corollaries. These results follow from the above proposition. 
Theorems 1 and 6, and [8; Theorem (1.3)]. 
COROLLARY 8. If G is a countable group whose dual is connected and 
Hausdor-, then G is abelian and torsion free. 
COROLLARY 9. None of the following topological spaces can be the dual 
of a countable group. 
(1) Any, nonhomogeneous space (such as a closed interral. or a triad). 
(2) A sphere S”, n > 2. 
COROLLARY 10. Let A be a separable C-algebra M’ith identity?. and 
assume that the dual space A of A is connected and Hausdorff: Then A is a 
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group F-algebra tf and only if A is commutative and A is homeomorphic 
with a compact connected abelian group. 
Proof: This follows from Corollary 7 above together with the fact that a 
group C*-algebra has an identity if and only if the group is discrete. 
As an example consider the algebra of all continuous functions from the 
circle T into the 2 x 2 matrix algebra M,. This is a C*-algebra with identity. 
But it is not a group algebra since each of its irreducible representations 
comes from evaluation at points t of T and none of these representations i
one-dimensional. Every group algebra has at least one one-dimensional 
representation. On the other hand consider the algebra of all continuous 
functions f from T into M, for which f (1) is a scalar matrix. This is also a 
C*-algebra with identity, and evaluation at the point 1 is a one-dimensional 
representation. Nevertheless the above corollary implies that this is not a 
group algebra since it is not commutative. 
We give finally one specific consequence of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A be a C*-algebra and assume that A is connected 
and Hausdorfl. Then A is the group C*-algebra of a connected group tf and 
only tf A is isomorphic with C’(R”), the C*-algebra of all continuous 
complex valued functions on R” which vanish at infinity. 
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